Safe Surgery in Primary Care

A Practical Course for General Practitioners

This is a practical course aimed at General Practitioners who perform surgical procedures. The aim is to ensure they are practising safely and using up to date techniques. Audit, infection control, health & safety will also be reviewed. A programme is on the reverse of this flyer together with an application form.

Friday 17\textsuperscript{th} Dec 2010

Course Fee £299

Any queries please contact
Susan Nour, Education Centre Manager
On 0116 258 4917 / 4244 or susan.nour@uhl-tr.nhs.uk
Safe Surgery in Primary Care for General Practitioners

Programme - Friday 17th December 2010

8.45 – 9.00   Registration
9.00 – 10.00   Introduction
   Theatre safety
   Infection control
   Sterilisation
   Local anaesthetics
10.00 – 10.30  Demonstration of Knot Tying
   Hand Tying - Practical
   Suturing - Interrupted and Continuous - Practical
10.30 – 10.45   Coffee
10.45 – 12.00  Practical Knots and Suturing   -   Practical
12.00 – 12.15   How to Audit Your Results
12.15 – 1.00    Lunch
1.00 – 1.30   Which Lumps /Lesions Should I Remove?
1.30 – 2.15   How to Excise a Skin Lesion - Demonstration & Practical
2.15 – 3.00   How to Excise a Lipoma (Demonstration & Practical)
3.00 – 3.15   How to Excise a Sebaceous Cyst - Demonstration & Practical
3.15 – 3.30    Afternoon Tea
3.30 – 4.00   How to Drain an abscess - Demonstration & Practical
4.15 – 4.45    Ingrowing Toenail Lecture
4.45          Open Discussion

APPLICATION FORM

Name ........................................................................First Names ........................................................................
Practice Address ..............................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
Address for Correspondence ......................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
Tel Nos....................................................................................................e-mail address...........................................................................................

Please forward a cheque for £299 made payable to ‘University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust’ to Mrs Susan Nour, Education Centre Manager, Leicester General Hospital, Gwendolen Road, Leicester LE5 4 PW

Please note that a cancellation fee of £50 will be charged up to four weeks prior to the course after which refunds will not be given.